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Introduction Gendering Science Fiction: The Inclusive Bodies 
of Tomorrow 

Oriana Palusci 
DOI: 10.26379/1541 

 

 

“Why is there no sex in science fiction? Why are there no women in science fiction?”, asked Mary 

Brizzi in the Launch Pad of the Spring 1982 Extrapolation special issue on “Women in Science 

Fiction”. Nearly forty years later, Anglo- American science fiction has undergone a radical turn 

especially in the new millennium. 

Stepping backwards, although women’s SF has a long history, as Carlo Pagetti points out in his essay, 

the 1960s were crucial in the definition of a new cultural and literary sensibility enhancing and 

reassessing the contribution of women to what until then had been contemplated as an enclosed male 

generic domain. Undeniably, a few events form a timeline in the process of the growth and 

achievement of science fiction written by women. The 1960s were characterized by the emergence 

of a new consciousness in the debate on gender and the role of women both in the family and in 

society at large. The consequences in the SF community were farranging, also because the very same 

conceptual structure of science fiction as a well-defined genre was overtly challenged. For instance, 

in 1963, Judith Merril, an avowed proto-feminist and the editor of The Year’s Best S-F. Science Fiction 
and Fantasy, after extensively quoting Frederick Pohl (her former husband) on the subject, writes 

about the short stories collected in her anthology: 

 
I do not care whether you, or he, or the editor in that corner, or the reviewer in the other, call them “science 

fiction” or not. They are – like all the material consideredfor inclusion in this Annual – examples of the broad 

field of S (for speculative) F (for fantasy, fiction, or fact), SF: the literature of the disciplined imagination 
(Merril)…………. 

1963: 375). 



“A second moon”: Engendering Popular American Science Fiction 
from Lilith Lorraine to the 1960s 
 

Carlo Pagetti 
 

DOI: 10.26379/1542 
 
 
 

Abstract 
Recent SF criticism has dug up a number of narrative texts belonging to the pre- WWII popular 
American tradition written by women, most of them employing male or ambiguous pen names. 
In Sisters of Tomorrow (2016) Yaszek and Sharp collect an impressive list of novellas and short 
stories published from the 1920s to the early 1940s, among them the utopian romance “Into  
the 28th century” by Lilith Lorraine (1930), whose lively visionary details and striking failures 
are examined in this essay. On the whole, in less than two decades, opposite generic approaches 
are developed by other women writers: in “Shambleau” (1933) L.C. Moore mixes gothic features 
(with unusual erotic undertones) and a Martian landscape reminiscent of the Western setting, 
while in “Space Episode” (1941) Lesie Perri employs a minimalist space travel plot to stress the 
heroic role of a female astronaut. 
In the late 1940s and in the 1950s fantasy and interplanetary romance on one hand, and a 
realistic domestic scene, ridden by Cold War and radioactive fall out anxieties, on the other, are 
favourite modes both in Leigh Brackett’s and in Judith Merril’s fiction. The role of Merril, a 
‘nurturing mother’ of feminist science fiction is taken into due consideration, and projected into 
the 1960s, a decade bringing to life a new gendered literary consciousness culminating in 
Ursula K. Le Guin’s The Left Hand of Darkness (1969). 

26 



What about Gender in 2137? Marge Piercy’s Androgynous Future 
in Woman on the Edge of Time* 
 

Luca Sarti 
 

DOI: 10.26379/1543 
 
 
 

Abstract 
The present study aims to shed light on the reconfiguration of gender in Marge Piercy’s Woman 
on the Edge of Time (1976), hailed as a classic of science fiction. 
After a brief introduction to the novel, the paper explores how gender and sexuality play a 
pivotal role in producing discrimination in two dystopian New Yorks of the same planet, but far 
away in time – one in the present of the 1970s, the other in a distant future. Subsequently, taking 
into account the research carried on until now, the focus is on 2137 Mattapoisett, a utopian 
gender-free society. The ideal androgynous world is gradually discovered by Connie Ramos, the 
protagonist of the story, who time travels intermittingly into the future with the power of her 
mind to temporarily escape from her frightening time. Notably, with an eye on the present, 
gender is investigated as it is reconfigured through language, especially through the genderless 
pronominal system created by Piercy in order to depict a better future society for all human 
beings. This reconfiguration is brought about by the author through the creation of an 
androgynous future society where the links between biological sex and gender identity, sexual 
orientation, reproduction, and parenting have been broken once and for all. 



“You best be using hir correct pronoun”: Gender Issues and 
Pronominality in The Worldbreaker Saga 
 

Roberta La Peruta 

 
DOI: 10.26379/1544 

 
 

Abstract 
From Ursula K. Le Guin to Octavia Butler, speculative fiction has often addressed and explored 

gender norms, challenging traditional social constructions and expanding the notion of gender beyond 

its conventional boundaries. This paper investigates Kameron Hurley’s gender and genre-bending 

The Worldbreaker Saga, which subverts the role of women in patriarchal cultures on one hand, while 

blending together science-fantasy elements on the other to construct a richly diverse alternative reality 

populated by assertive/passive males and females, ungendered as well as gender fluid characters. The 

linguistic analysis proposed looks at the functional expansion of the so-called closed class of 

pronominal elements, as well as at the interrelated lexical items found in the texts. Moving outside 

the traditional gender dichotomy and exploring unbiased gender-fair language through a combination 

of Corpus Linguistics tools and Critical Discourse Analysis, this study speculates on the spectrum of 

flexible sexuality and gender identities put forward in the saga. 



Plural Identities in Sam J. Miller’s Blackfish City 

 

Valentina Romanzi 
 

DOI: 10.26379/1545 

 

Abstract 
Sam J. Miller’s dystopian novel Blackfish City (2018) is set in Qaanaaq, a multicultural city built 
on the freezing waters of the Arctic after climate change and a series of social collapses forced 
most of humanity to relocate. Qaanaaq is run by a network of A.I.s and ruled by a secretive 
group of shareholders with the support of local politicians. 
In this essay, I explore the polymorphous identities in Blackfish City, with particular reference 
to two characters (Soq and the orcamancer) and the city itself. 
Firstly, Qaanaaq’s shapeshifting identity lies in the plurality of its people, in the differences and 
cultural contaminations that echo throughout the novel. It is a ‘city without a map,’ to 
paraphrase a podcast recorded in the novel, and thus its identity is a patchwork of different 
traditions and habits retrieved from lost civilizations. 
Secondly, the orcamancer and other members of her family have a direct connection to an 
animal to which they are ‘nanobonded.’ They act in unison and influence each other, forming a 
posthuman unit of two identities bonded for life into one symbiotic organism. 
Thirdly, polymorphism can be found in the character of Soq, a person “beyond gender […] some 
days butch and some days queen, but always Soq, always the same and always 
uncircumscribable underneath it all” (42). Soq is referred to with the pronouns 
‘they/them/their,’ a choice which underlines their non-binary gender and adds a layer to their 
plural identity, acquired when Soq contracts ‘the breaks,’ an STD which floods their mind with 
their lover’s memories. 
Additionally, I argue that Soq’s plural identity also encloses the first two cases of polymorphism 
mentioned above, due to their family link to the Orcamancer and their deep understanding of 
the city. This makes them the best representative of a new generation of Qaanaaqians, if not of 
the city itself, and a layered character whose plural identity ensures they will be fit to 
understand the shapeshifting nature of the ecosystem in which they live and rule it with 
awareness. 



The Queer Future of Masculinity: Fathers and Sons in Not Not Not 
Not Not Enough Oxygen and A Number by Caryl Churchill 
 

Serena Guarracino 
 

DOI: 10.26379/1546 
 
 

Abstract 
Science fiction is rarely considered as a genre suitable for theatre: new worlds and 

spectacular scenarios seem oversized for the constraints of the performing space, which 

is often limited by matters of budget and casting. However, a significant tradition in 

contemporary theatre explores the relational and intimate elements of science fiction, 

where gendered identities are a central issue. Caryl Churchill’s Not Not Not Not Not Enough 

Oxygen (1971) and A Number (2002) use traditional science fiction topoi, such as 

ecological disaster and human cloning, as a framework to explore traditional family ties, 

and especially the father-son relationship. The “cognitive estrangement” triggered by 

the SF scenario makes familiar relationships uncanny in the Freudian sense of both 

strange and familiar: in this way, both plays stage the de-subjectification and ‘queering’ 

of the sons, substantiating science fiction’s ability to unravel traditionally gendered 

subjectivities even in the smaller scale and domestic setting of theatrical performance. 



Gender Troubles in Science Fiction TV Productions: The Queer 
Gaze in Star Trek 
 

Giuseppe Balirano 
 

DOI: 10.26379/1547 
 
 

Abstract 
The identity representation of non-binary and gender non-conforming people seems to have 
found fertile ground in TV Science Fiction which, since its early stages of genre development, 
has widely explored transgressive sexualities, transgender metamorphosis, transvestitism and 
androgyny. The Anglophone landscape of SF products embodies an ideal narrative tool through 
which it is not only possible to imagine alternative times and geographies but also the ‘non-
place’, à la Augé (1995), where fluid identities of gender variant people, in their process of 
continuous transformation and reformulation, can be freely recognised as real entities. The SF 
subject is no longer seen as a coherent and unified being but becomes increasingly inevitably 
mutant, divided and dislocated and, as such, it freely participates in the process of linguistic 
change in unsemanticised contexts of use. In opposition to any kind of hateful discrimination 
leading to contemporary hate speech and the consequent creation of biases, fears and 
prejudices, trans and/ or gender non-conforming people become the fully-fledged protagonists 
of contemporary SF televised narratives, playing main roles and integrating perfectly into 
fictional apocalyptic societies. The present paper explores and illustrates how, in the XXI-
century Star Trek saga, in particular, the very notion of binary subjectivity, as described by the 
Cartesian cogito, slowly and timidly gives way to contemporary narratives of inclusion, leading 
to the creation of new characters who naturally inhabit the apocalyptic scenarios, through their 
often unstable and ‘de-gendered’ roles. 



The Merril Collection: Connecting the world to the possibilities 
inherent in fantasy, science fiction and speculative literature 
 

Sephora Henderson 
 

DOI: 10.26379/1548 
 
 

Abstract 
The Merril Collection of Science Fiction, Speculation & Fantasy is considered one of the world’s 
finest collections of speculative fiction and related materials. It is housed on the third floor of 
the Lillian H. Smith Branch of the Toronto Public Library, in downtown Toronto. Established in 
1970, the Merril Collection celebrates its 50th anniversary this year and, despite the turmoil on 
the world stage, staff have found ways to commemorate and honour this milestone year. With 
the help of the dedicated volunteers from the Friends of the Merril Collection, promotion and 
engagement continue to flourish in an effort to raise the profile of the collection and to increase 
awareness of its bounty of resources. The Spaced Out Library was established in 1970 when 
science fiction 
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